Functional centrality: detecting lethality of proteins in protein interaction networks.
Identifying lethal proteins is important for understanding the intricate mechanism governing life. Researchers have shown that the lethality of a protein can be computed based on its topological position in the protein-protein interaction (PPI) network. Performance of current approaches has been less than satisfactory as the lethality of a protein is a functional characteristic that cannot be determined solely by network topology. Furthermore, a significant number of lethal proteins have low connectivity in the interaction networks but are overlooked by most current methods. Our work reveals that a protein's lethality correlates more strongly with its "functional centrality" than pure topological centrality. We define functional centrality as the topological centrality within a subnetwork of proteins with similar functions. Evaluation experiments on four Saccharomyces cerevisiae PPI datasets showed that NFC performed significantly better than all the other existing computational techniques. Our method was able to detect low connectivity lethal proteins that were previously undetected by conventional methods. The results and an online version of NFC is available at http://lethalproteins.i2r.a-star.edu.sg.